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Abstract 
A theoretical model for measuring two-axis bending and longitudinal twisting of a 

beam is presented and implemented. Shifts in the two-dimensional far field transmission 

fringes generated by a four-core optical fiber are used to measure two dimensional 

bending and twisting. Repeatable linear phase shifts versus two-dimensional force-

induced deflection were demonstrated. Sensor sensitivity to twisting was also 

demonstrated. 

Introduction 
The benefits of using optical fibers in the telecommunication industry have been 

studied extensively, but their application extends far beyond rapid data transmission. 

Optical fiber waveguides usually consist of two concentric regions: an inner core and an 

outer cladding. Selective doping causes a difference in refractive indices between the two 

regions such that light can be made to propagate down the length of the fiber with little 

attenuation or signal loss. The optical properties of each region are dependent on 

environmental factors such as strain and temperature. The dependence of the optical 

fiber's transmission properties on strain can be utilized to design sensors that measure 

fiber deformations. For example, Hwang et al were able to relate changes in strain to 

transmitted power between two long-period fiber gratings with different target 

wavelengths.! As the shorter fiber was strained, its target wavelength would approach the 

longer fiber's wavelength, resulting in an increase in overall transmission. 

Since longitudinal strains on a fiber core can also cause a phase shift in the input 

signal through what is known as the strain optic effect, optical fibers have also been used 

to measure strain using interferometric methods, where the phase difference between a 

1 Hwang, 2009 
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measurement and reference signal generate an interference pattern whose phase is used to 

determine the amount of strain in a fiber2 or to monitor strain in other materials 3 Using 

the fiber in this manner has led to the development of a number of other specialized 

applications including measuring the deformation of a beam subjected to a transverse 

load. Bending is typically measured by bonding strain gages on beam surfaces above and 

below the neutral axis. The difference in strain difference is then used to calculate the 

local radius of curvature. There are several limitations to this sensor scheme. The first is 

that strain gages are only capable of measuring strain at a single point. Unless a series of 

strain gages are used, the radius of curvature must be extrapolated from a single point, 

which may not be representative of the entire beam and increases the sensitivity to noise. 

While this could be overcome by using multiple strain gages, the level of complexity of 

the system significantly increases with each added strain gage. Using isolated sensors for 

a differential measurement also increases the sensitivity to noise, since exposing each 

sensor to the same conditions is challenging. 

Gander et al (2000) demonstrated how a four-core optical fiber could be used to 

measure the vertical deflection of a cantilevered beam4 Pairs of cores oriented equal 

distances above and below the neutral axis were used as Mach-Zedner interferometers, 

effectively turning each pair of cores in the fiber into a strain gage. Coupling four-cores 

into a single cladding medium and measuring difference in strain increases the robustness 

of the sensor. Local environmental changes to temperature or humidity or even unwanted 

longitudinal strains do not affect the measurement, since each core should be affected 

equally and the sensor measures differences in strain. Furthermore, since strain is 

2 Kiesel 2009, Bertholds, 1987 
3 Haslach, 1999 
4 Gander et. AI, 2000 
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measured over the length of the fiber, the measured bending will reflect the state of the 

entire beam rather than a single point. In the course of their experiments Gander et al 

found that their measurements were confounded by a cross-dependence of the two phase 

measurements that resulted from fiber twisting. 

The purpose of this proj ect is to explain the cross-dependence of bending from the 

two orthogonal axes and augment the original sensor design by Gander et al to include 

torsion measurement using a four-core fiber, whose cross section is shown in Fig. 15
• The 

fiber has four 10.6 J.lm diameter cores oriented in a square with a side length of 40.6J.lm 

and is illuminated using a 1550 nm InGaAsP/InP 

multi-quantum well (MQW) laser diode. This 

bending sensor demonstrates that a four-core fiber 

can be used to measure bending in two orthogonal 

directions as well as twisting. 

Figure 1- Four-Core Fiber Cross-Section 

Theory 
Beam bending causes a path length and strain difference between cores oriented 

above and below the neutral axis. These effects cause a phase difference in each fiber 

core. Light coupled into each pair of cores generates an interference pattern, which when 

superimposed resembles a grid of square nodes. This section describes each intermediate 

stage required to convert a beam deflection into a shift in the fringe pattern for a fiber 

5 Bulut and Inci, 2004 
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fixed inside a beam subjected to a 3-point load acting in the vertical plane. The model is 

then extended to apply to two-axis bending with torsion. 

Relating beam-midpoint deflection and applied load using area-moment methods 

While the eventual goal of this sensor design is to relate the phase information in 

the fringe pattern into forces acting on the beam, it was convenient to first relate it to 

vertical displacement of the beam midpoint for testing. Vertical displacement and the 

applied load can be related using area-moment methods. 

The area-moment method of calculating displacement takes advantage of the fact 

that the radius of curvature also describes the instantaneous slope of the beam: 

1 de M 
= = (I) 

P dx EI 

The angle of the deflected beam at a distance x along the fiber can be solved for 

by calculating the volume under the moment curve divided by the Young's Modulus and 

moment of area. For a beam subjected to a 3-point load, calculating the tangential 

deviation of the beam between the midpoint and the end of the beam gives the vertical 

deflection of the beam; this can be solved by taking the moment of the area under the 

moment curve with respect to a vertical axis at the end of the beam. This results in the 

expression in Eq. (2) (See Appendix B for full derivation). 

PL3 

t= --
48EI 

(2) 
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This relationship can be used to substitute the vertical displacement of the beam midpoint 

for the load P acting on the beam. 

Relati ng load magnitude to a path length difference 

The paths of the two cores oriented above and below the neutral axis of bending 

may be thought of as arc lengths for two concentric circles with radii that differ by a 

length c. The path length difference between the two cores is then given by the angle of 

sweep (8) multiplied by the radius difference (c). The radius of curvature will not be 

constant along the length of the beam, therefore the total path length difference must be 

expressed as a strain difference dependent on the position along the beam. 

iJL Be e 
iJE(x) = - = - = --

L L p(x) 
(3) 

For a 3-point load the radius of curvature is related to the load magnitude P by: 

1 M(x) P [ (L)] --= --= - xU(x)- x+- U(x) 
p(x) EI EI 2 

(4) 

where U(x) is the unit step function. Substituting (4) into (3) and integrating over the 

length of the beam gives: 

fLep[XU(X) ( L) 1 ePL' 6et I1L= - --- x+- U(x) dx= --=-
o EI 2 2 8EI L 

(5) 

Relating path length difference to phase offset 
The phase change between opposite cores results from the difference in length 

between the top and bottom cores and the strain-dependence of the fiber's propagation 

constant. 6 The change in the propagation constant results from the change in the 

refractive index (n) and the change in diameter (D) of each core: 

6 Gander et aI, 2000 
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d/3 d/3 
f1¢ = LiJ/3 = L-iJn + L-iJD 

dn dD 
(6) 

The optical index change caused by the strain-optic effect is several orders of magnitudes 

larger than the change in diameter, therefore only the former will be considered. The 

change in the refractive index can be found by multiplying the strain optic tensor (Pij) by 

the strain vector Sj in each direction. 7 

n
3 

[ 1] f1n = -2- f1n2 = (7) 

For a homogenous isotropic material the strain optic tensor is only defined for Pl1 and P12. 

The equation simplifies to: 8 

21T 
f1¢ = T [n(f1L) + (f1n)L] (8) 

The optical index for a germanosilicate fiber operating at a wavelength around 1550 nm 

is l.45 9 which is not significantly different from when the fiber operates at a wavelength 

of 633 nm, so the value for n + dn is approximated as l.159, following the methods used 
dE 

by Gander et al. 10 

Generating afringe pattern from coherent phase shifted sources 

The laser source has a coherence length much greater than the distance separating 

each core. Assuming that the surface that the fringe pattern projects is parallel to the fiber 

face the fringe pattern can be solved by superimposing four electromagnetic waves, each 

of which has the equation, where <p is the phase offset. 

7 Butter and Hocker, 1978 

8 Bertholds and Dandliker, 1988 
9 Florian and Roths, 2009 
10 Gander e/ ai, 2000 
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(9) 

Each electric field magnitude is converted into intensity by taking the time average ofthe 

magnitude squared. Summed together these yield the total equation: 

I (x. y) ~ 210 [2 + 2cos [2; Cf, - [,) + <1>,.,] + 2cos [2; Cf3 - [,) + <1>3.,] 

+ 2cos [2; Cf4 - [,) + <1>4.,] + 2cos [2; Cf3 - [,) + <1>3.,] 

+ 2cos [2; Cf4 - [,) + <1>4'] + 2eos [2; Cf4 - [3) + <1>4.3 J] (10) 

Where for a core i with the coordinates core (ox" Oy')' the distance from the fiber face to 

the point on the projected plane is given by: 

r, ~ Jcx - ox,)' + (y - Oy,)' +z, (11) 

Solving this expression gives the equation: 

I(x,y) ~ 410 [1+ cos [~~~~ (x + y) + <1>,,] + cos [~~~~ (2y) + <1>3.,] 

+ cos [~~~~ (-x + y) + <1>41] + cos [~~~~ (-x + y) + <1>3.,] 

+ cos[~~~~ (-2x) + <1>4.,] + cos[~~~~ (-x - y) + <1>43]] (12) 

Fig. 2 below shows this equation plotted with all cores in phase: 

• • • • • · .. ' .' .. ' 
' .. ' . ' .. · .. ' .' .. ' 

" .. ' .' .. ' · .. ' .' .. ' 
' .. ' . ' .. ' · .. ' .' .. ' 

.' •• ! . ' •• ' · .. ' .' .. ' • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • A • • 

Figure 2 - Theoretical Fringe Pattern for Undeflected Four-Core Fiber 
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Summed strain equation for two-axis bending and torsion 

Two-axis bending is best understood by considering the nonnal stresses induced 

by bending. The nonnal strain at a single point on the beam is directly related to the 

nonnal stress induced from bending since this is a case of plane stress: 

aM M(x) * y 
E (x) = - = ----'::'-:-"'-

E E/ (13) 

Note that if the fiber were untwisted only the cores above and below the neutral axis 

would be strained. The two other cores lie on the neutral axis and therefore are not 

strained. However, if the fiber face were slightly rotated each core would be slightly 

offset from each neutral axis, so bending in both the horizontal and vertical direction 

must be considered: 

(14) 

The offsets y and z from their respective neutral axes are given by: 

y = ~ sin (e) Z = ~ cos (e) 
2 2 (15,16) 

The apparatus used in this design exerts a constant torque along the length of the fiber, so 

fiber twisting should vary linearly along the fiber. The angular offset of the fiber face at a 

distance x along the fiber may therefore be expressed as 8(x) = t;x, where 1; is the total 
L 

twist of a beam oflength L. The strain difference at a given point is therefore given by: 

a(x) = MZ/(X) (c *Cos e)) + MY/(X) (C* sin e)) (17) 

Applying a small angle approximation and integrating this value over the length of the 

beam gives the expression below. (See Appendix A for full derivation) 
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cP L2 11c(Py L2 
(18) tJ.Lv = 

z ---
8El 32El 

cP L2 11c(Pz L2 
tJ.L h = 

y 
8El + 32El (19) 

Apparatus Design and Sensor Implementation 

Equipment Selection 
The criteria for the equipment chosen were largely decided by properties of the 

multicore optical fiber. Previous experiments had used the four-core fiber with a 633 nm 

helium-neon laser, however because of the cutoff frequency this produced fringe patterns 

with distortions from higher order modes. The first stage of this project was to determine 

optimal laser characteristics for a source with a wavelength closer to 1550 nm. These 

tests were performed using a Ti-Sapphire laser at a wavelength of approximately 770 nm. 

The initial goal for this project was to replicate the apparatus designed by Gander et ai, 

who coated the distal end of fiber with semi-reflective (~80%) silver. This enables both 

light coupling and measurement of the phase pattern to be performed on the proximal end 

of the fiber with a polarizing beam splitter. Without the capability to deposit a silver coat 

on the optical fiber in-house, the first goal of this project was to determine whether 

Fresnel reflections (~4% of input signal) generated by the cleave on the fiber face would 

be sufficient to produce a strong enough fringe pattern on the proximal end to be 

recognizable amongst the reflected light that did not couple into the fiber cores. Fringe 

imaging in transmission demonstrated that fringe patterns could be viewed with less than 

50 m W of power. Unfortunately, extracting the fringe pattern from the scattered light on 

the proximal end of the fiber was almost impossible. Based on these results it was 
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decided that viewing the fringe pattern in transmission would be sufficient to obtain proof 

of concept results. 

A transverse mode InGaAsP/InP multi-quantum well (MQW) laser diode laser 

with a center wavelength of 1550 was purchased for this project. The laser outputs a 

single-transverse mode of up to 100m W in power. The long coherence length of the laser 

(> 3m) ensured that the fringe pattern could be viewed in transmission, and large 

deformations could easily be applied in the middle of the fiber. This laser was 

compatible with the ILX current driver and butterfly mount, however the mount had to be 

rewired as shown in Fig. 3. The ILX driver's monitor photodiode responsivity was reset 

to match the laser diode's 1475 ~A back current. 

" I, " " 
10 lhe.mo@lectrlc Coo l~ 

Figure 3 - DFB Wiring Diagram 
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The long wavelength of the laser source required a near IR camera to view the 

generated fringe pattern. This project makes use of an analog Ophir-Spiricon SP-1550 

CCD camera. This camera has a phosphor coating that allows viewing of near infrared 

light. This model was selected in particular because the non-linearity ofthe response can 

be minimized by performing a gamma correction with Y ~ 1.195. The camera interfaces 

with the computer via BNC using an RS-170 PIXCI SV5B frame grabber. All images 

were captured using EPIX XCAP Lite, but post-processed in Matlab. 

Test Apparatus 
Figure 4 shows the entire bending apparatus. The multi core fiber is positioned using 

two fixed mounts, one of which can be rotated to fine-tune the aligrnnent ofthe fiber and 

apply a twist. The fiber is set within a l3-cm-Iong three-point bending apparatus located 

between the mounts II ern from the second collimating lens. The CCD camera is placed 

facing the distal end ofthe fiber. 

10x 3-Point Bend Apparatus 10x 

Lens , Lens 

'---------Jf---B--B- ;t ;j;\ -8-----
20x t """ t· CCD Fiber Grip 4-core Fiber Rotation 
Lens Mount 

Laser Diode 

Figure 4 - Apparatus Diagram 

Applying a 3-point load directly to the fiber does not cause the fiber to deform as 

standard beam theory would predict because of the fiber's low stiffness. The fiber was 

therefore placed inside a Y, inch square 6061-T6 aluminum rod in order to force the fiber 

to conform to a predictable shape. The rod was cut down the middle using a .010 inch 

cutter down to the centroid of the cross-section. The rod rests against the comer of two 

L-shaped supports, which provide reaction forces in the horizontal and vertical directions. 
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The load is applied with a third L-shaped member oriented such that when the load is 

applied the rod cannot slip, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 5 - Two axis 3-point bend apparatus 

Software Implementation 
Images were post-processed in three phases before phase analysis: background 

subtraction, gamma correction, and image rotation. Due to imperfections in the sensor 

array the camera has a constant amount of noise visible with an ambient light source. All 

images were taken with ambient lighting such that this noise could be captured, then later 

subtracted from all images. After subtracting the DC noise, the camera non-linearity was 

corrected by applying a gamma correction using a gamma of 1.195. Since the rotation 

mount faces the CCD camera, the final step in the image post-processing is to rotate the 

image such that the fringe pattern is aligned with the horizontal and vertical pixels of the 

image. Rough alignment by rotating the image enough to counter the rotation applied by 

the test apparatus. The amount of fine rotation required for each image in a test run is 

determined using the image of the un-bent fiber. The required rotation determined from 
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this image is applied to all other images in the series. This process is semi-automated. 

The program first guesses at the best rotation by performing a morphological opening to 

remove speckle noise, using a canny edge detection method, and finally applying a 

circular Hough transform. The program finds the detected circle with a median x- and y

coordinate, and draws lines to the centers of each other detected circle. The program 

assumes that the image rotation is only slightly mis-aligned and picks the line with a 

slope closest to 0 to determine the rotation required to realign the image. After the 

program rotates the image it prints it to the screen, allowing the user to accept or reject 

the rotation (shown in Fig. 6 below). If the user rejects the rotation or no circles could be 

found using a Hough transform the user manually rotates the image. 
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«<left click to acc ept, right clic k to redo>>> 

7.3333 degree rotation 

o 500 

Figure 6 - Automated Image Rotation Screenshot 

After each image is rotated the phase can be extracted. As stated in the theory 

section, the generated funge pattern results from the superposition of four point sources 

oriented in a square. Each pair of sources generates an interference pattern, which varies 

along a single axis. Along this axis the interference pattern should resemble a sinusoid. 

The fringe pattern can therefore be considered to be a superposition of six interference 

patterns. Of these interference patterns, only the patterns from the cores oriented on the 

square of the diagonals are distinct, as illustrated in Fig. 7 below. 
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2 vertical degenerate 

baeaIine ~JlI 

2 hori1.ontally 
superimposed 
inlerferograms 

• • 

2 horiZonlaJ degenerate 
baseline pairs 

2 ven ically 
superimposed 
inlerferograms 

Figvo 7 - G.n ... ~'" ~ Intorforogram. " 

x 
2 Lrique baselines 

2 independent 
interferograms 

Befoce extrading the phase difference between these diagonal coces, the mdlvldual 

mterference patterns must be extracted. The mterference patterns vary m an aXIs parallel 

to the vertical and hcnzontal plXels of the coce because of the rciatim perfamed ill the 

Image post processmg. The hcnzmtal fnnge pattErn can be ootamed by oummlllg the 

mtensities over the entire column at each pixel almg the length of the mage. This 1S 

pEmllssible because the variation In the vErtical directim IS also a SlllUSOld, the "-1m of 

which IS zero. Sumlarly, the vertical mterference pattErn can be obtamed by oummmg the 

mtensities over the entire row at each plxel along the height of an mage. The feoulting 

mterfEnnce patterns may ohow peno::l!c oscillatims ill mtensity that can be used foc 

phase extraction. The Isolated fringe patterns are plotted m Fig. 8 

11 Gander et a~ 2000 
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Figure 8 -Isolated Fringe Patterns 
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The phase ofthe interference patterns in each image is determined relative to the phase of 

an interference pattern projected by an unbent beam. Since beam bending only changes 

the phase and not the frequency of the wave in each core the bending should be 

manifested as the phase shift between interference patterns in the unbent fringe pattern 

and the bent fringe pattern. 

The eventual goal of the phase extraction algorithm is to curve fit a sinusoid to the 

extracted interference pattern. However, since the pattern is not a perfect sinusoid the 

frequency and amplitude of the sinusoid must be determined in a manner insensitive to 

the irregularity of the fringe pattern amplitude. The algorithm takes the first derivative of 

the interference pattern and finds the zero crossings, which correspond to local extrema. 

The mean of absolute value of these extrema is used as the amplitude for the fitted sin. 

Twice the average distance between peaks is used as the start value for the curve fit's 

frequency. The program then applies a curve fit using Matlab's fit function to determine 

the phase. The phase difference between cores for a single image is the difference 
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between the phase detennined from the fit and the phase detennined from the unbent 

fiber. These phases are then converted into beam deflections using (18-19). 

Sensor Characterization 
Several experiments have been perfonned to verify the proof of concept of this 

sensor; however a full system characterization still needs to be perfonned. As of the 

writing of this report, several important results have been demonstrated. 

Single Axis Bend Test 
The beam was subjected to a linearly increasing the vertical deflection from 0 fUll 

to 150 11m with the fiber untwisted. This resulted in a linear and repeatable change in the 

vertical phase difference, as indicated in Fig. 9. As expected, the horizontal deflection 

does not change. 

Measured Horizontal Phase Difference Measured Vertical Phase Difference 
'0 
~ 
v 
u 
c 
~ 
~ 
is 
v 
~ 
ro 
~ 
0. 
"0 
~ 
~ 
~ 
ro 
v 
:;; 

- Initial Test 
2 ---Repeat Test 

-a 

-2 

a 50 100 
Horizontal Beam Deflection (um) 

Figure 9 - Single Axis Bend Test Results 

Two-Axis Bend Test 

- Initial Test 
2 ---Repeat Test 

O~---------·-~ 

-2 

a 50 100 
Horizontal Beam Deflection (um) 

The beam was deflected in both horizontal and vertical deflections. The results of 

this test are plotted in Fig. 10. Except for the spikes where the phase fitting failed, with an 

arbitrary constant horizontal beam deflection the phase difference in the horizontal cores 

remains relatively constant, whereas the phase difference in the vertical cores increases 

when the vertical deflection increases. Similarly, when the horizontal load is varied with 
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a constant vertical deflection the vertical phase remains constant while the horizontal load 

mcreases. 

Phase Difference from Horizontal Cores Phase Difference from Vertica l Cores 

-5 
10 

10 
20 

'0 1 
g 
e 0 
c 
~ 

~ -1 

i5 
~ -2 
o 
m 
ii ·3 
~ 
~ -4 
m 
~ 

,. -5 

5 
Vertical Beam Deflection (urn) o 0 Horizontal Beam Deflection (urn) 

Figure 10 - Two-Axis Bend Test Results 

Preliminary Twist Test 

6 4 

Vertical Beam Deflecticfn (urn) a 

10 
Horizontal Beam 
Deflection (urn) 

Due to challenges in maintaining the fringe quality with long sections of fiber 

only preliminary twist tests have been performed. A straight section of multicore fiber 

was twisted in 7.5-degree increments from 0 to 45 degrees. The fiber was then bent a 

constant amount and test was repeated. The measured phase for the bent fiber at each 

angle of twist is plotted in Fig. 11 below. 

Measured Phase Change for Constant Vertical Deflection Varying Fiber Twist 
o,---_,~--,_--_,~--,_--_,----,_--_,--~,_--_,--_, 

-0.2 

'0 
g.O.4 
v 
u 

~ -0.6 

~ 
is -0.8 
v 
o 
ro 
t£ -1 

~ -1.2 

0; 

:E -1.4 

~ 
-1.6 

-1 .SO:c----""C5:c----"C,""0 -----0, ""5 ----;;2""0 ----;;2""5 ----;;3""0 ----;;3""5 -----04""0 -----04""5 --~5·0 
Fiber Twisting (rad) 

Figure 11 - Twist Test Results 
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The first data point in Fig. 11 above appears to be offset from the rest of the data. This is 

most likely due to insufficient gripping forces on the fiber , which caused the fiber to slip 

after the initial twist was applied. 

Repeat Twist Test 

-5,----------c==========il 
Measured Data 

----- Curve Fit 

~ -5.5 
c 
~ 

>1! 
is 
• • • ~ 
"-
~ 
o 
() 

-6 

"iii -6.5 
o 

" ;l: 

------------- .. _-----
....... ----------------

----.-------------~ 

-70C----c,C;OC---"2"O-----;3"OC---4-:0;c-----;'50 

Fiber Twist (Degrees) 

Flgure 12· Repeated Fiber Twi,;t Test 

The second test, plotted in Fig. 12, was performed with a much smaller vertical 

deflection. This test shows a strong linear relationship between the fiber twisting and the 

measured vertical core phase offset. 

Conclusion 
The results presented above demonstrate the proof of concept for measuring two-

axiS bending of a twisted fiber. Due to limitations of the test apparatus a full 

characterization has not been completed. Building a 3-point apparatus capable to control 

the fiber deflection with enough precision without damaging the fiber has proven to be 

very diffirult. As of the writing of this report the 3-point apparatus can apply forces in 

one direction, but attempting to apply two orthogonal forces simultaneously makes 
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twisting the fiber and collecting data hard to reproduce. Decoupling the horizontal and 

vertical force applicators should help decouple these movements significantly. Future 

work on this project should implement this new 3-point bend apparatus and repeat the 

two-axis bend tests with a twist in the fiber. 

There are other ways that this sensor could be improved. Viewing the fringe 

patterns in reflection rather than transmission would remove the need to correct rotation 

in the software, which would increase the quality of fringe images. Implementing a 

reflection-based sensor would require developing an in-house method for depositing a 

reflective coat on the distal fiber tip. This apparatus could also be adapted to work for 

fiber twists if the magnitude of twisting could be determined. One strategy for 

determining this from the fringe pattern would be to measure the change in optical 

activity induced by torsion. 12 Implementing this feature would enable the sensor to 

measure much larger angles of twist. 

If these improvements could be made, the sensor would have many useful 

applications, particularly in the field of atomic force microscopy. Atomic force 

mIcroscopes measure the vertical deflections of a microcantilever that result from 

intermolecular forces between the cantilever tip and the sample surface13 The measured 

vertical deflection can be used to create a topographic map of the surface with a 

resolution that far exceeds surface information available using traditional optics. Atomic 

force microscopy has elucidated many issues in biology and materials science. 14 

Operating an atomic force microscope can be expensive and time consuming process 

however, as the microcantilever must scan over the entire sample surface area multiple 

12 Ulrich, 1979 
13 Binnig, Quate, and Gerber, 1986 
14 Moore, 1994 
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times if infonnation about forces in more than one direction is desired. An atomic force 

microscope that used a multi core optical fiber would be capable of measuring forces in 

multiple directions simultaneously, which would greatly reduce the time required to scan 

a sample. 

The results of this project have also demonstrated that a multicore optical fiber 

used in transmission could be embedded in a material to measure bending. Even from the 

initial sensor characterization perfonned in this project it is clear the sensor is very 

sensitive and if properly fixed in a medium can be very precise. The robustness of 

multicore fiber-optic sensors could make them an ideal measurement tool in smart 

materials or for measuring bending in areas with large variations in environmental 

conditions. 
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• 

V(x) 

M(x) 

Assumption: Ignore shear stresses resulting from torsion and shear forces because 
they do not contl1bute to normal strain. 

Under untwisted loading conditions with the diagonals of opposing cores oriented 
horizontally and vertically each bemUng mbment -causes a normal strain in one set 
of cores. When the fiber twists. both moments must be considered. 

NA 

N.A NA. 
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Assumption: Fiber twisting is linear, so the angular displacement (8) of the fiber 
face at a position x along the fiber is given by: 

(x 
8(x) = T 

where ~ is the total twist of the fiber and L is the fiber length. For a given 8, the 
distance of the top and bottom core from each neutral axis is given by: 

c 
y = '2 sin (8) 

c 
z = '2 cos (8) 

Where c is the distance separating opposite cores. 

The normal stresses acting on the core at the position shown above come from 
tension in the fiber, and the y- and z- bending moments: 

a(x) = aT + aMz(x) + aMy (X) 

By substituting in the moment equation (a = ~y), the equation may be expressed 

as: 

T Mz(x) (c ) My(x) (c ) 
a(x) = A + I '2cos (8) + I '2 sin (8) 

Substituting in for 8 gives: 

T Mz(x) (c ((X)) My(x) (c . ((X)) a(x)=-+ -cos - + -Sill -
A 12 L 12 L 

The moment equation for a 3-point load can be described using the unit step 
function: 

M(x) = ~[x U(x) - 2 (x +~)U(X)] = P [X ~(X) - (X +~)U(X)] 

Substituting the moment equation into the stress equation yields: 

T C [ (X U(x) ( L) ) ((X) 
a(x) = A + 2i Pz 2 X + '2 U(x) cos T 

(X U(x) ( L) ) ((X)] 
+Py 2 x+'2 U(x) sin T 

Normal stress only occurs in the x-direction; therefore normal strain can be 
calculated using the relationship: E = i 

T C [ (X U(x) ( L) ) ((X) 
E(X) = AE+2IE Pz 2 - x+'2 U(x) cos T 

(X U(x) ( L) ) ((X)] +Py 2 x+'2 U(x) sin T 
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We are interested in the difference in strain between cores on opposite sides of the 
neutral axis. Subtracting the normal stress in the top and bottom cores results in the 
cancelation of the component that results from tension and doubling of the component 
that results from bending: 

C [ (X U(x) ( L) ) ((X) M(x) = IE Pz 2 - X + '2 U(x) cos T 

(X U(x) ( L) ) ((X)] +Py 2 x+'2 U(x) sin T 

If the twists applied to the fiber are small, the above can be simplified: 

M(x) = I~ [pz C ~(X) - (X +~) U(X)) + (2 e2~(X) (X2 + Ln U(X))] 

Integrating this expression gives the total path length difference: 

C [pz fL LL PzL LL Py( fL 2 Py( LL 2 b.L = - - X dx - P X dx - - 1 dx + - X dx - - X dx 
IE 2 0 z !:. 2!:. 2L 0 L !:. 

222 

P (fL ] - ; J~ X dx 

b.L= CPz(L2 _ L2 + L2 + L2)+ C(PY (L
2 

_ L2 + £_ L2 _ £) 
IE 4 2 S 4 IE 6 3 24 4 16 

cPz L2 llc(Py L2 

b.Lv = -S-E-I - ----=3:-:':2-=E'=-I-

Similarly, the strain difference for horizontal cores can be solved: 
cP L2 c7p L2 b.L _ _ y_ ., z 

h - SEI + 32EI 
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Appendix B - Area Moment Calculations 

The relationship between vertical deflection and the applied load can be determined 
using area-moment methods: 

t(x) 

M{x) 

point It 
/ h=O) 

point b 
(v ~ I ".\ 

PL 

[~ (PL) (~)] l~ LJ = ~ 
2 4 2 3 48£1 

4811/toJIJ 

P = L3 
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Appendix C - Matlab Scripts 
%animateFringe.m 
cle 
close all 

hrnap = figure( ' color ' , ' w ' ); 
set(gcf, ' posi t ion ' ,get(O, 'ScreenSize' )+[lO 50 -20 -150J) 

disp( ' Varying ver t ical phase ' ) 

p2 0; 
p4 0; 

fo r fi 1:60 
pl fi*pi/30; 
p3 0; 

% [X,Y,IJ = simFringe2 (pl,p2,p3); 
[X,Y,IJ = simFringe (pl,p2,p3,p4); 

% subplot(2,l,1) 

end 

imagesc (X (1, :) , Y (:,1) , I) ; 
colormap (gray) ; 
axis equal 
title( [ ' Varying Ver t ical phase, phi 

M(fi) = getframe(hmap); 
pause(O.Ol) 

, , num2st r (fi *pi/30) J ) 

% movie2avi (M, 'fringeAnimation. avi' , 'compression', 'none') i 

pause (2) 

elf 
disp ( ' Varying horizontal phase ' ) 
pl = 0; 
p3 = 0; 
fo r fi 1:60 

end 

p2 = pi*fi/30; 
p4 = 0; 
[X,Y,IJ = simFringe(pl,p2,p3,p4); 
imagesc (X (1, :) , Y (:,1) , I) ; 
colormap (gray) 
axis equal 
title( [ ' Varying Horizontal phase , phi 
pause(O.Ol) 

f unct i on [X,Y,1] = simFringe(pl,p2,p3,p4) 

' ,num2str (fi *pi/30) ]) 

%Thi s function returns a fringe pattern generated from a four core 
%optical fiber with the inputed phase of each fiber 

%wavelength in nm 
%Declare Constants 
lambda = 930.2 *10 A- 9; 
f = 2.5 *.0254 ; 
d = 40.6 * 10A-6; 

%sensor array-source distance (in) converted to meters 
%Dis tance between cores (40 . 6 urn) 

10 = 1; 
k = 2*pi/lambda; 

%Declare simulation parameters 
gridsize = 0.5 * .0254; % 1 inch grid 
gridRes = 0.0005*.0254; %0.005 inch resolution 
sDim gridsize/gridRes; 
xVal = linspace(-gridsize/2,gridsize/2,sDim); 
yVal = linspace(-gridsize/2,gridsize/2,sDim); 
[X,Y] = meshgrid(xVal,yVal); 

%Calculate phase offsets 
p21 p2-pl; 
p31 p3-pl; 
p41 p4-pl; 
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p32 p3-p2; 
p42 p4-p2; 
p43 p4-p3; 

% %Calculate fringe pattern 
% 1= 2*10 * (2+2*cos(k*d*X/f + p21)+2*cos(k*d*(X+Y)/f +p31) + 2*cos(k*d*Y/f +p41) + ... 
% 2*cos(k*d*Y/f + p32) + 2*cos(k*d*(X-Y) If +p42) + 2*cos(k*d*X/f +p43)); 
% %rotated fringe pattern 
% s k*d*sqrt (2) I (2*f); 
% 1= 2*10 * (2+2*cos(s*X+s*Y + p21)+2*cos(2*s*Y +p31) + 2*cos(-s*X+s*Y +p41) + ... 
% 2*cos(-s*X+s*Y + p32) + 2*cos(-2*s*X +p42) + 2*cos(-s*X-s*Y+p43)); 
%rotated fringe II 
s k*d*sqrt(2)/(f*2); 
I = 4*IO*(1+cos(s*(X+Y)+p21)+cos(s*(2*Y)+p31)+cos(s*(-X+Y)+p41)+cos(s*(-X+Y)+p32) 

+cos (s* (-2*X) +p42) +cos (s* (-X-Y) +p43)); 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- f unct i on zeroI = 
imagPrep2D(inFolder,outFolder) 
%This function takes files listed in the inFolder argument, processes 
%them for use in the fringe analysis script, saves the files in the folder 
%specified by out Folder and returns the intensity map of the zero bend 
%intensity map. The filename stores information about the test: 
% zXXXyXXXrXXX.bmp - where z precedes the horizontal deflection In 
% thousanths of an inch, y precedes the vertical deflection and 
% r is the trial number. All files for one angle of twist should exist 
% inside a single directory, whose name should be dXXX. 

% a backround noise calibration file should have the name: 
% nOOOnOOOrXXX . bmp 

%sample file: ItestOOl/d015/z000y010lr001.bmp is the first test with a 15 
%degree angle, zero horizontal deflection and. 010 in of vertical 
%deflection 

%handle input 
if (nargin < 1) 

disp( ' Error : no input folder specified ' ); 
r e turn 

e l se if (nargin == 1) 
mkdir( ' defOut ' ) 

end 

delete ( 'defOutl*' ) 
outFolder = 'defOutl ' ; 

%add I to folder name if necessary 
i f inFolder (length(inFolder)) -= 'I' 

inFolder = strcat (inFolder, ' I ' ); 
end 
if outFolder(length(outFolder)) -= ' I' 

outFolder = strcat(outFolder, ' I' ); 
end 

i f (-exist(outFolder, ' dir ' )) 
mkdir(outFolder) ; 

end 
%find the files in the given root directory 
D = UTIL rdir(strcat(inFolder, ' * . bmp ' )); 

%hard coded parameters 
gam = 1.195; 
zeroI = 0; 

%generate noise matrix to cancel out DC noise 
noiseI = 0; 
f o r fi = l:length(D) 

i f lsunlX 

e nd 

%macs deal with directory names differently 
D(fi) . name = D(fi) . name (l+length(inFolder) :end); 

%find the noise file 
i f strcmp(D(fi) .name(1:4), ' nOOO' ) 

noiseI = imread(strcat(inFolder,D(fi) .name)); 
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end 
end 

%determine total rotation required for image series 
trialStr D(l) .narne(9:12); 
try 

10 imread(strcat(inFolder, 'zOOOyOOO' ,trialStr, ' .bmp' )); 

catch 

end 

tNum = input ( 'No zero file found. Specify set displacement: " 's' ); 
10 = imread (strcat (inF older, tNum, t rialSt r, , . bmp' ) ) ; 

%de termine coarse rotation to perform 
cRot = str2double (inFolder ((end-3) : end-l)); 
10 =imrotate(IO,-cRot); 
rot getRotation(IO); 
rot = rot-cRot; 

%process each file 
for fi = 1:1ength(D) 

%load the file 
1= imread(strcat(inFolder,D(fi) .name)); 

%i f there was a noise file, subtract DC noise 
if length(noiseI) > 1 

I = I - noiseI; 
end 

%apply gamma correction 
1= double (I) ."gam; 

% 12 = Itemp; 
% 12 = Ii 
% sizer = size (I); 
% for si = l:sizeI(l); 
% %Something is weird about this. Is it necessary to reconvert? 
% I2(si,:) = typecast(round(Itemp(si, : )),class(I)); 
% end 

%rotate the image 
12 I; 
12 = imrotate(I2, rot); 

%save file using same name 
savestr = strcat(out Folde r ,D(fi) .name); %add folder name 
savestr = savestr(l: (end-4)); %strip file t'fPe 
save (savestr, '12' ); 

imageHandle = figure( 'Visible' , 'off' ); 
imagesc(I2); colormap(gray); axis equal ; 
outputPath = out Folder; 
output Filename = D(fi) .name(1:end-4); 
ext = '.bmp' ; 
print ( [ '-f' , int2 str (imageHandle ) ] , '-dpng' , full file (outputPath, [outputFilename, ext] ) ) ; 

% imwrite(floor(I2) ,strcat(outFolder,D(fi) .name(1:end-4),' .bmp'), 'bmp'); 

end 
end 

if sum(D(fi) .name(1:8)== 'zOOOyOOO' )==6 
%file with no deflection 
zeroI = 12; 

end 

function [rot] = getRotation(I2) 
%rotates image (12) until the user is satisfied and returns the rotation in 
%degrees 

%workflow vars 
h oughF = 0; 
cont F = 0; 
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figure; 
set(gcf, 'position' ,get(0, 'ScreenSize ' )+[10 50 -20 -150J) 

[centers, radii, -J = imfindcirc1es (12, [15 35J); 
[circNum, -J = size(centers); 
if (circNum > 3) 

houghF = 1; 
end 

while (contF == 0) 
subplot (2, 1, 1) 
imagesc (12) ; 
co1ormap (gray) ; 
axis equal ; 
hold on 
if (houghF == 1) 

circNum = 4; 
centersList = centers (1: circNum, :) ; 
radiiList = radii(l:circNum); 
viscirc1es(centersList, radiiList, ' EdgeCo1or' , ' b' ) 

%find median center value 
medX median(centersList (:,1)); 
medY = median (centersList( :,2)); 

%find nearest neighbor 
dists = zeros (1, circNum); 
f o r fi = l:circNum 

dists(fi) = sqrt( (centersList(fi,l) - medX)"2 + (centersList(fi,2) -
medY)"2); 

end 

else 

[-,med1ndJ = min(dists); 

slopes = ones (1, circNum) *pi/4; 
f o r fi = l:circNum 

if fi -= med1nd 
%p1o t lines t o each neighbor 
medX 
medY 
curX 

centersList (med1nd, 1) ; 
centersList (med1nd, 2); 
centersList(fi,l) ; 

curY centersList(fi,2); 

end 
end 

plot ([medX, curXJ, [medY, curYJ, ' r--' ) 
slopes(fi) = (curY-medY)/ (curX-medX); 

%find the slope closest to 0 
[-, flatIndJ = min(abs (slopes)); 

medX centersList(med1nd,l); 
medY centersList(med1nd,2); 
curX centersList(f1at1nd,1) ; 
curY centersList(f1at1nd,2) ; 
plot ([medX, curXJ, [medY, curYJ , 'g' ) 
outs1ope = atan2 ( (curY-medY) , (curX-medX) ) ; 

elf 
imagesc(12) 
co1ormap (gray) 
axis equal 
hold on 
tit1e( 'Please click center node, then horizontal node ' ) 
pts = ginput (2); 

outs1ope = atan2((pts(1,2)-pts(2,2)),(pts(1,1)-pts(2,1))); 
subp1ot(2,1,1) 
imagesc(12) 
co1ormap (gray) 
aXlS equal 
elf 
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end 

oSlgn = sign(outslope); 
if (abs(outslope) > (pi/2)) 

outslope 
else 

outslope 
end 

(pi - abs(outslope) )*osign; 

outslope*-l; 

13 = imrotate(I2,-1*outslope*180/pi); 
subplot(2,1,2) 
imagesc (I3) 
colormap (gray) 
axis equal ; 
rotationStr = strcat(sprintf( ' %O . 4f ' ,outslope*180/pi), ' degree rota t ion ' ); 
t i tl e ( rota tionSt r) 

end 

subplot (2, 1, 1) 
title( '«<lef t click to accept, right click t o redo»>' ) 
[-,-,button] = ginput(l); 
if (button == 1) 

cont F = 1; 
end 
houghF = 0; 
elf; 

rot = -1*outslope*180/pi; 
close all ; 

function outMat = runData2D(foldername, twist) 
%performs phase analysis of images in the directory specified by 
%'foldername' if a twist (in degrees) is given, the function will convert 
%the phase to a displacement and add the data to the outputted matrix 
%'outMat'. Each row of out Mat has a different trial run . The columns are 
%(in order) the trial number, the deflection, the horizontal phase, the 
%vertical phase, and optionally the horizontal and vertical deflection. 

%append 'I' to folder name if necessary 
if foldername(length(foldername)) -= 'I ' 

foldername = strcat (foldername, '/' ); 
end 

twist = str2double(foldername(end-3:end-l)); 
%find the files in the given root directory 
D = UTIL rdir(strcat(foldername, '* . mat' )); 

% only do this for macs: 
if lsunlX 

for fi = l:length(D) 
D(fi) . name = D(fi) . name (l+length(foldername) :end); 

end 
end 

testNumStr D(l) .name(10:12); 

%Perform analysis on zero data to get relative phase 
zeroFil = input( ' Specify deflection tag to use for comparison : 
%ignore tOGO file if it is not the zeroFil 
if (strcmp (zeroFil, 'zOOOyOOO' ) ==0) 

end 

for fi = l:length(D) 

end 

if strcmp(D(fi) .name(1:8), ' zOOOyOOO ' ) 
D (fil ~ [J; 
break ; 

end 

outMat = ones(length(D) -2, 6)*str2double(testNumStr); 
zDatNam = strcat (foldername, zero Fil, ' r' , testNumStr) ; 

's' ) ; 

[calPhash, calPhasv, bounds, calFreqH, calFreqVl = phasAnalysis(zDatNam); 
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outlnd = 1; 
%load the image from the bent beam, exclude noise file and zero files 
fo r fi = l:length(D) 

if ((D(fi) .name(l) == 'n' ) -= 1) 
i f (strcmp(D(fi).name(1:4),zeroFi1 ) == 0) 

[curHPhas,curVPhas,-,-,-] = phasAna1ysis(strcat(fo1dername,D(fi) .name(l:end-
41 1 , ... 

bounds, ca1 FreqH, ca1 FreqV ); 
disp( '------------------------ ' ) 
disp([ 'Test " testNumStr, 'z :' , D(fi).name(2:4), 'y : ' D(fi).name(6:8)]) 
disp ( [ ' Filename : " strcat (fo1dername, D (fi) . name (1: end-4) ) ] ) 
hPhas = curHPhas - ca1Phash; 
vPhas = curVPhas - ca1Phasv; 
disp( [ ' Calculated Horz Phase Difference : ' ,num2str(hPhas, '%2 . 4f ' )]) 
disp( [ ' Calculated Vert Phase Difference : ' ,num2str(vPhas, ' %2 . 4f ' )]) 
outMat(outlnd,2:6) = [twist 

str2doub1e (D (fi) . name (2: 4) ) , str2doub1e (D (fi) . name (6: 8) ), hPhas, vPhas]; 
outlnd = outlnd+1; 

end 
e nd 

end 
iv = 3; 
figure ( ' color' , ' w' ) 
p1ot(outMat(:,iv) ,outMat(:,5), 'b' ,outMat( :,iv) ,outMat(:, 6), 'r' ); 
hs10pe = po1yfit(outMat(:,iv) ,outMat(:,5) ,1); 
vs10pe = po1yfit(outMat(:,iv) ,outMat(:,6) ,1); 
hold on 
plot (outMat (:, iv) ,po1'{Va1 (hs1ope, outMat (:, iv) ) , 'b : " outMat ( :, iv) , po1'{Va1 (vs1ope, outMa t (:, 
iv) ) , 'r: ' ) 
ti tle ( [ ' Tes t: ' testNumStr]) 
1egend( 'Horizontal Channel' , 'Ver tical Channel ' , [ ' hs1ope : ' num2str(hs1ope (1))], [ 'vs1ope : 
, num2str (vs1ope (1) ) ]) 
x1abe1 ( 'Vertical Deflection (urn) ' ) 
y1abe1 ( ' Phase (rad)' ) 

disp ( '-- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - ' ) 
disp( 'Zero Data : ' ) 
disp( [ ' Start Horizotna1 Deflection : O. " zeroFi1(2:4), 
disp ( [ ' Start Vertical Deflection : 0 .' , zeroFi1 (6: end) , 
disp( [ 'Horz Calibration : num2str(ca1Phash), ' rad' ]) 
disp( [ 'Ver t Calibration: " num2str(ca1Phasv), ' rad' ]) 

i f nargin == 2 

in' ] ) 
'in' ] ) 

%Ca1cu1ate the vertical displacement using the given angle of twist 
tR = twist*pi/180; %convert to radians 

end 

c 42*sqrt(2)*10 A-6; 
L 9*.0254; 
k 48*c/L; 

gaml 
gam2 

ec 
ey 

tc 
ty 

cos(tR)/2 - 0.5 + cos(tR/2); 
-1*sin(tR)/2 + sin(tR/2); 

outMat(:,3) '. 
ou tMa t ( : , 4) , . 

(gam1*ey-gam2*ez) / (k* (gam1A2+gam2A2)); 
ez/ (k*gam1) + (ey*gam1*gam2-ez*gam2 A2) / (gam1 A3+gam2 A2*gam1); 

plot (outMa t (:,2), tz, ' b' , outMat (:,2), ty, ' r ' ); 
title([ ' Test: ' testNumStr]) 
1egend( ' Horizontal Deflection' , ' Vertical Deflection' ) 
x1abe1 ( 'Predicted Vertical Deflection (urn)' ) 
y1abe1 ( 'Actual Deflection' ) 

outMat(5:6,:) = [tz' ty']; 

f unct i on [ca1Phash, ca1Phasv, bounds, freqH, freqV] 
inFreqH, inFreqV) 

phasAna1ysis(fi1ename, inBounds, 
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%calculates the phase of the two interference patterns in an image 
%specified by filename. If only a filename is given the user is asked to 
%inpu t bounds on what data to use. Otherwise, inBounds, inFreqH, and 
%inFreqV are expected to be provided. inBounds is a list of the lower and 
%upper bounds on the horizontal and vertical data respectively. inFreqH and 
%inFreqV are the inputted frequencies to be used for the curve fitting of 
%the horizontal and vertical data respectively . 

%l oad data 
if nargin == 0 

else 

end 

disp( 'Error: please specify input file' ) 
return; 

load (filename) ; 
iComp = 12; 

%seperate data into horizontal and vertical components 
% [hDat,vDatJ = pull Fringe (iComp); 
[hDat,vDatJ = isolateFringe(iComp); 

%i solate sections of code from graph to use for analysis 
if (nargin == 1) 

% 

%Isolate horizontal and vertical fringes and plot 
figure ( 'color' , 'w' ) 
set(gcf, 'position' ,get(O, ' ScreenSize' )+[lO 50 -20 -150J) 

subplot (3, 3, [1,2,4,5J) 
imagesc (12) ; 
colormap (gray) 
axis equal 
title ( ' Fringe Pattern' ) 
baxis = axis; 

subplot (3, 3, [3, 6J) 
plot (vDat (2, : ) , vDat (1, :) ) 
set(gca, ' YDir' , 'reverse' ); 
vaXlS = aXlS; 
axis ([vaxis (1 :2) baxis (3: 4) J) 
title( 'Vertical Fringe Data' ) 

subplot (3, 3, [7,8J) 
plot (hDat (1, : ) , hDat (2, :) ) 
haxis = axis; 
axis ([baxis (1 :2) haxis (3: 4) J) 
title( 'Horizontal Fringe Data' ) 
ginput (1) ; 

% bounds = zeros(1,4); 
% subplot(3,3,[7,8J) 
% title('Pick section of code to test','Color','r') 
% [indJ = pointToInd(hDat); 
% hold on; 
% plot(hDat(1,ind),hDat(2,ind), 'rx') 
% ind2 = pointToInd(hDat); 
% plot (hDat (1, ind : ind2) , hDat (2, ind: ind2) , 'r. ') 
% title ('Horizontal Data', 'Color', 'k'); 
% bounds(1:2) = lind, ind2J; 
% 
% %isolate vertical data 
% subplot(3,3,[3,6J) 
% title('Pick section of code to test','Color','r') 
% %this is rotated because graph is rotated 
% [indJ = pointToInd([vDat(2, : ); vDat(l,:)J,'y'); 
% 
% hold on; 
% plot(vDat(2,ind) ,vDat(l,ind), 'rx') 
% [ind2J =pointToInd([vDat(2,:); vDat(l,:)],'y'); 
% plot (vDat (2, ind:ind2) ,vDat (1, ind:ind2),' r.') 
% ti tle ('Vertical Data', 'Color' , 'k') ; 
% bounds(3:4) = [ind,ind2J; 
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else 

[r,c] = size(l2); 
bounds = [50, c-50, 50, r-50]; 

bounds (1: 2) 
bounds (3: 4) 

inBounds (1: 2); 
inBounds (3: 4); 

end 
sDatl 
sDat2 

hDat (: ,bounds (1) :bounds (2)); 
vDat (:, bounds (3) :bounds ( 4 ) ) ; 

%If a frequency is speficied use the freq to fit a sinusoid 
if nargin == 4 

[calPhash, freqH] 
[calPhasv, freqV] 

fitSin(sDatl, inFreqH); 
fitSin(sDat2, inFreqV); 

else 

end 

%otherwise use the standard method 
[calPhash, freqH] fitSin(sDatl); 
[calPhasv, freqV] = fitSin(sDat2); 

% disp(['H frequency:' num2str(freqH)]) 
% disp( ['V frequency:' num2str(freqV)]) 

close all 

function [hDat,vDat] = isolateFringe(lim) 
%This function reads in intensity data stores in the matrix lim and returns 
%two vectors . The first row of each vector is the bin index. The second 
%value is the summed intensity value . Each intensity value in hDat is the 
%sum of all columns in lim corresponding to that index . Each intensity 
%value in vDat is the sum of all rows corresponding to that index. 

%lnitialize vectors using the dimensions of the matrix lim 
[imHeight, imWidth, -] = size (lim); 
horzDat zeros (1, imWidth); 
vertDat = zeros (1, imHeight) ; 

%calculate the intensities 
for fi = l:imHeight 

vertDat (fi) = sum(lim(fi, :)); 
end 
for fi = l:imWidth 

horzDat (fi) = sum(lim(:, fi)); 
end 

%prepare vectors to be returned 
hDat [(l:imWidth);horzDat]; 
vDat = [(l:imHeight) ;vertDat]; 
end 

function [phas, freq] = fitSin(sDat,in Freq) 

%~--~take derivative of sDat~-
sDatP = ones(l,length(sDat)); 
w = 3; %size of derivative window 
for fi = (l+w): (length(sDat) - w) 

end 

locSlope = polyfit(sDat(l, (fi-w): (fi+w)) ,sDat(2, (fi-w) (fi+w)) ,1); 
sDatP(fi) = locSlope(l); 

%------find zero crossings of derivative (sDatP) --
zlnd = 1; 
for fi = (2+w): (length(sDat) - w) 

if sDatP(fi)*sDatP(fi-l) <0 
zeroList (zlnd ) = fi; 
zlnd = zlnd +1; 

end 
end 
zeroDat = sDat(:, zeroList); 
amp = mean(abs(zeroDat(2,:))); 

%---Determine the Frequency--
%average difference between maxima 
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diffVec = zeros(1,zInd-2); 
fo r fi = 1: (zInd-2) 

diffVec(fi) = abs(zeroDat(1,fi+1) - zeroDat(l,fi)); 
end 
perl = mean(diffVec); %first approximation of half period 

%(remove outliers) 
outlierF1ag =(abs(diffVec - perl) < 3*var(diffVec)); %mark with 0 if outlier 
idx = 1; 
strippedList = zeros (1, sum(out1ierF1ag ) ); 
f o r fi = l:length(diffVec) 

if out1ier F1ag (fi) == 1 
strippedList(idx) diffVec(fi); 

end 
idx = idx+1; 

end 
freq = (1/ (mean(strippedList) *2)) *2*pi; 

%---determine phase relative to 0----
%create a cos wave and superimpose, do min. least square to get phase 

phasRes 100; 
numbins 1ength(sDat(1,:)); 
xdat = 1inspace(sDat(1,1) ,sDat(l,end) ,numbins); 
L1err = zeros(l,phasRes); 
L2err = zeros(l,phasRes); 
f o r fi = l:phasRes 

end 

pOff pi*fi/phasRes; 
ydat = amp*cos(freq*xdat + pOff)+mean(sDat(2,:)); 
diff = sDat(2,:) - ydat; 
L1err(fi) sum(abs (diff)); 
L2err(fi) = sum(diff."2); 
%do sutff 

[-, L1ind] = min(L1err); 
L1phas = pi*L1ind/phasRes; 
[-, L2ind] = min(L2err); 
L2phas = pi*L2ind/phasRes; 

% disp('--------------------') 
% disp ([ 'M1 freq: num2str(freq)]) 
% disp(['M1 amp: num2str(amp)]) 
% disp(['L1 phas: num2str(L1phas)]) 
% disp(['L2 phas: num2str(L2phas)]) 

%Method 2 - use MATLAB's fitting function, but use the calculated 
%parameters above as a starting point 
if (nargin == 1) 

startva1s = [amp freq L1phas]; 

s fitoptions( ' Me t hod' , 'Non1inearLeastSquares' , . .. 

else 

' Lower ' , [amp/2, 0, -pi], . . . 
' Upper ' , [Inf, Inf,pi], . . . 
'Startpoint' ,startva1s) ; 

%?@(a, b, x) a*x."2+b*x+c 
f = fi t t'/P e ( , (a* sin (b*x+c) ) , , ' coeff ' , { , a ' , ' b ' , ' c ' }, , opt ions ' , s) ; 
[fit1, -] = fit(sDat(l,:) ',sDat(2,:) '-mean(sDat(2,:) ),f); 
freq fi tl. b; 
phas = fi tl. c; 

startva1s = [amp, freq]; 
s = fitoptions( ' Method ' , ' Non1inearLeastSquares ' , . .. 

' Lower ' , [amp/2, -pi], .. . 
'Upper' , [2*amp,pi], .. . 
'Startpoint' ,startva1s) ; 

f = fitt'/Pe( ' (a*sin(b*x+c)) " ' coeff ' , { ' a ' , ' c ' }, ' problem' , ' b ' , ' op t ions ' ,s); 
[fit1, -] = fit(sDat(l,:) ',sDat(2,:) '-mean(sDat(2,:) ),f, ' problem' , {inFreq}) ; 
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% [fit1, -J = fit(sDat(1,:)',sDat(2,:)'-mean(sDat(2,:)),f,'prob1em',{freq}); 
freq = fitl.b; 

% phas = mod(fitl.c,2*pi); 
phas fi tl. c; 

end 
% %----Do some p1otting----
% f1 = figure( 'co lor ' , 'w'); 
% set(gcf, 'position',get(O, 'ScreenSize')+[10 50 -20 -150J) 
% hold on 
% p1ot(sDat(1, :),sDat(2,:), 'k') 
% yL1 amp*sin(freq*xdat+L1phas)+mean(sDat(2,:)); 
% yL2 = amp*sin(freq*xdat+L2phas)+mean(sDat(2,:)); 
% 
% p1ot(xdat,yL1, 'b',xdat,yL2, ' r') 
% p1ot(xdat,fit1.a*sin(fit1 . b*xdat+fit1 . c) +mean(sDat(2,:)), 'm') 
% 1egend('inputted data', 'L1 fit', 'L2 fit', 'curvefit') 
% ginput(l); 
% close (£1) ; 
% 
% %debugging code 
% startva1s = [amp freq -piJ; 
% s = fi toptions ( 'Method', 'Non1inearLeastSquares', . .. 
% 'Lower', [amp/2,0,-piJ, .. . 
% 'Upper', [lnf, Inf,piJ, .. . 
% 'Startpoint', startva1s) ; 
% %?@(a, b, x) a*x. "2+b*x+c 
% f = fitt'/Pe('(a*sin(b*x+c))', ' coeff ', { ' a','b ' ,'c'},'options ', s); 
% [fitl, -J = fit(sDat(1,:)',sDat(2, : )'-mean(sDat(2,:)),f); 
% disp(['freq : ',num2str(fitl.b)J); 
% % fitl.c; 
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